
IT leaders face a tremendous challenges in managing their 
complex infrastructure while also innovating—a challenge that  
can only be tackled with actionable insights.   

Ensono Envision is our award-winning IT insights platform that provides broad 
visibility and deep insights into your diverse IT estate—from mainframe to 
cloud—to deliver high performance, cost optimization and innovation for your 
business. It’s a robust platform blending industry-leading and Ensono toolsets, 
infused with hybrid IT best practices, and amplified with machine learning and 
artificial intelligence.  

The ability to manage, monitor and draw key insights to optimize and modernize 
your business, while impacting business goals is vital. Ensono Envision packs 
powerful components such as:

•  Operations Management: Reduce incidents with event correlation, automation 
framework, self-healing, AIOPs core, prediction

•  Service Management: Improve service with incident and problem 
management, knowledge base and automated MMC tasks

• Cloud Management: Reduce cloud spend with automated cloud operations,   
    cloud governance control

•  Security Governance: Improved security and compliance with cross platform 
secure access, session recording, remediation tools

• Financial Management: Optimize costs continuously with unified portal for  
    spending visibility, trends, and insights to drive long-term optimization

80% 
of enterprises are either 

completely blind or have gaps 
in monitoring of their cloud 

environment.

 73% 
of IT leaders find it a challenge 

to find balance between 
business innovation and 

business excellence.

58% 
of CIOs say helping business 
innovation is a core part of 

their job.

Power insights for your IT performance, 
optimization and innovation.



VISIBILITY AND INSIGHTS TO OPTIMIZE AND MODERNIZE 

It’s about delivering insights that you can use. For example, Ensono clients have 
realized significant savings by retiring hundreds of redundant and obsolete 
applications, or right sizing data capacity to lower monthly billing. Ensono Envision 
frees your team to focus on innovation and high-impact transformative initiatives. 

SIMPLIFY WHILE ENHANCING VISIBILITY

Ensono Envision combines operations management, service management, 
cloud management, security governance and financial management into a single 
online experience. Ensono Envision helps with immediate optimization and 
with transformation. 

Improve Visibility: Reduce incidents, enhance service. Improve control across 
applications and infrastructure with location- and platform-agnostic access.   
Remove barriers by identifying gaps in monitoring and increase efficiency with 
monitoring tools that simplify reporting, reduce incidents by 95% and reduce 
resolution time.

Optimize Costs: Enhance performance and security with predictive 
analytics and risk mitigation. Optimize costs with insights on app and 
infrastructure interdependencies. Improve investment ROI with insights on 
business consumption across applications and venues, identifying trends 
and opportunities in your spend, making data-driven decisions about your 
infrastructure and providing application level insights. Accurately monitor and 
manage the cost of your cloud platform, so that usage is properly optimized. 

Increase Focus: Simplify and standardize IT. Our trusted expertise and 
proactive collaboration allows you to focus on your core mission. We streamline 
using widely accepted standards and best in class tools that improve insight 
delivery. We ensure future adaptability with our continuous investment in 
Ensono Envision.
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WE BRIDGE YOUR OLD  
AND THE NEW

We amplify the power of your  
mainframes and midrange servers  

with the agility of cloud.

WE WALK THE TALK ON  
CONTINUOUS INNOVATION

We incentivize our associates to 
deliver five areas of improvement 

and five risks every month to 
future-proof your IT roadmap.

WE EARN YOUR TRUST WITH 
OUR EMBEDDED GOVERNANCE

Our continuous commitment and 
investment in research and the 

latest technologies, like machine 
learning, power intelligent, 

automated governance across all 
your venues.

WHAT SETS  
ENSONO APART

Source: “Assessing Availability Monitoring and 
Peformance Monitoring in Amazon Web Services.” 

Analyst Joseph Antelmi; Deloitte, 2018 Global CIO Survey.

INSIGHTS BY

Ensono helps IT leaders be the catalyst for change by harnessing the power of hybrid IT to transform their businesses.  
We accelerate digital transformation by increasing agility and scalability through infrastructure modernization and migration 
to public cloud. Our broad services portfolio, from mainframe to cloud, is powered by an award-winning IT insights platform 
and is designed to help our clients operate for today and optimize for tomorrow. To learn more, visit ensono.com.


